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Int. House- Day (Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a close up of Sawyer, 
his face determined. The camera zooms out 
to a medium shot and reveals Sawyer trying 
to put on a tie around his collar in the 
mirror. In the background of the bedroom 
Kate appears at the door and smiles 
slightly

Kate:
You having trouble there James

Sawyer:
Shut up, I know what I’m doing

Kate:
He um, he’s gone

Sawyer turns to Kate

Sawyer:
What do you mean?

Kate:
I phoned Sarah and she hasn’t heard from 

him in the last two weeks

Sawyer:
So, Jack knows what he wanted, you said 
yourself he told you he was going back 

there

Kate:
I phoned the hotel in Fiji and he isn’t 

there



Sawyer:
Maybe he chose a different hotel Kate

Kate:
Maybe something happened to him James

Sawyer:
Why do you care so much anyway?

Kate:
Because he got us home

Sawyer:
We got ourselves home… Freckles

Kate:
Look you don’t have to help me; I know how 

much this meeting means to you

Sawyer:
It’s a make or break situation

Kate:
Yeah, you said… I’m going to stay with 

Claire for a while, just until you get back

Sawyer:
How is she?

Kate:
She’s coping

Kate moves in toward Sawyer and she kisses 
him on the lips

Kate:
Just be careful okay



Sawyer:
I’m going for a custody meeting Kate not an 

around the world trip

Kate:
I know, I know but I know how much she 

means to you

Kate smiles at Sawyer and leaves the room. 
Sawyer turns back to the mirror and stares 
at himself with anger

Ext. Riverbed- Dusk (End Flashback)

The scene opens with Sawyer kneeling down 
by the small river running through the 
Jungle. Sawyer has no t-shirt on as he is 
using it to wash himself down. Juliet 
appears behind Sawyer

Juliet:
Nice look-

Sawyer:
[Turns] What do you want Blondie?

Juliet:
Jack doesn’t think Desmond is going to make 

it through the night

Sawyer:
And that affects me how?

Juliet:
He’s one of your people



Sawyer:
Na ah, he chose his side when he flogged us 

off to those Freighter nut jobs

Juliet:
Can you believe Hurley found a boat?

Sawyer:
I’m not surprised; he’s been rather heroic 

this last month

Juliet:
Are you going to go down to the beach? To 

the boats

Sawyer:
Na

Juliet: 
Why not?

Sawyer:
I wanna see how this ends

Sawyer grins at Juliet and the camera pans 
round in between the two to show Kate in 
the background looking in on how close 
Juliet is to Sawyer’s bare body

END OF TEASER



Ext. Jacob’s Cabin- Dusk 

Fade in to Annie stumbling out the bushes, 
her hand on bleeding stomach. Annie notices 
the Cabin and she uncoordinatedly walks 
toward it

Int. Jacob’s Cabin- Dusk

Annie opens the door slowly and her eyes 
widen. The camera pans around to reveal 
Sayid’s cut and bruised body sitting in the 
corner of the room. Annie frowns 

Annie:
Are you okay?

Sayid:
[Weakly] Help me

Annie:
I need help, I’ve been shot, what are you 

doing here? 

Sayid:
I can not leave

Jacob’s Voice:
And neither can you!

Annie’s eyes widen as the door shuts behind 
her viciously and she screams. Annie turns 
to the door and drastically pulls against 
the handle, but the door doesn’t open. 
Annie turns back to the Cabin as a jar 
flies off of the window seal passed Annie. 
Annie leans up against the door and slides 
down it in fear



Annie:
Jacob-

Jacob’s Voice:
You can hear me?

Annie:
Yes I can hear you

Sayid:
Don’t listen to a word he says!

Sayid cries out in pain as his body is 
lifted up by his neck against the wall. 
Annie blinks and one moment she sees Jacob 
holding Sayid up by his neck, then she 
blinks twice and Jacob can’t be seen. 
Annie’s eyes widen

Annie:
Put him down Jacob!

Annie gets up

Annie:
It’s me you want, I intruded here on your 

Island, I deserve to be punished!

Sayid is let go and he slides down the wall

Jacob’s Voice:
You’re right, you deserve to be punished

Sayid stares weakly at the fear in Annie’s 
eyes



Int. Freighter

The scene opens with a close up zoom out of 
a door as it is kicked opened. Danielle 
enters the office and the camera pans 
around to reveal the long table Mr. DeGroot 
had be sat at before with his comrades, 
with Desmond and with Annie. Danielle holds 
up her rifle as behind her Ben smiles a 
little

Ben:
Why are you so dead set on allowing Jack 
and his people to leave this Island?

Danielle:
Because they have fought for 5 months 

almost to try and leave Ben and because of 
you and Locke they can’t, this is their 

only way off the Island

Ben:
I’m sorry you feel that way Danielle

Danielle’s eyes widen as Ben shuts the 
office door and locks it from the outside

Danielle:
Ben! What are you doing?! Ben!

Danielle slams her fists into the door but 
she gives up and turns to the wide room, 
looking for a way out of there



Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Dusk

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
the hostage situation. Jack can be seen 
talking to Juliet; Kate is situated with 
Randall to the far left of the group whilst 
Craig stands close to his men, plotting 
their escape. Sawyer emerges from the 
bushes carrying his rifle and he catches 
sight of Jack and Juliet. Sawyer moves in 
toward them

Sawyer:
Hey Doctor Giggles, you can’t keep these 

guys out here for much longer you know that

Jack:
Juliet and I were just planning what to do

Sawyer:
We have two options Doc, let em go or 

slaughter em all

Juliet:
Wait a minute James-

Sawyer:
These people are bad people, we can’t wait 
around for you to make a “deal” with them 
okay and you’d never catch me dead making a 

deal with them



Ext. Office- Night (Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a close up of Sawyer, 
he looks nervous as he knocks twice on the 
wooden door before him. The door opens and 
Sawyer smiles

Sawyer:
Mr. DeGroot-

The camera pans round to reveal Alexander 
DeGroot standing in the doorway

Mr. DeGroot:
James, I see you made it here on time, 

please do come in
Sawyer enters the office and Alexander 
shuts the door behind him

Mr. DeGroot:
Take a seat James

Sawyer takes a seat at the desk, Alexander 
walks around to the opposite chair and he 
sits

Sawyer:
You did it right?

Mr. DeGroot:
Yes we did it; he isn’t making any progress 

James

Sawyer:
As long as you keep him alive, until the 

time is right



Mr. DeGroot:
We had a deal James, you and your partner, 
Ms. Austen live a normal life for the sake 

of Jack’s life; he belongs to us now

Sawyer:
Didn’t we all belong to you the moment you 

got us off that Island?

Mr. DeGroot:
Well yes you did, if it wasn’t for me you 
wouldn’t be happy with your life right now

Sawyer:
What says I’m happy?

Mr. DeGroot:
Good comeback James

Sawyer:
Can I see him?

Mr. DeGroot:
Mr. Sheppard is in a… bad state

Sawyer:
I’ve seen him in worse, let me see him

Int. White Room

Cut to: a wide shot of two Scientists at 
Jack’s side as he lies in a white sheeted 
bed. Sawyer enters the room with Alexander 
and the first thing to catch his eye is the 
wire connecting a machine to Jack’s head

Sawyer:
What are you doing to him?



Mr. DeGroot:
We’re keeping records of his brain 

activity, since his encounter with Cerberus 
he kept having nightmares, it’s a mental 

state of mind James

Sawyer:
What is he dreaming about?

Mr. DeGroot:
There-

Sawyer:
The Island

Mr. DeGroot:
Yes, last time you saw him he was talking 
to Ms. Austen at the airport saying he 

wanted to go back, as soon as he relapsed 
and went into a coma he did go back

Sawyer:
He thinks its real-

Mr. DeGroot:
To him it is James

Sawyer:
And you promise he’ll be okay

Mr. DeGroot:
You have my word James, my team of 

scientists are working day and night to see 
if we can bring him out of his comatose 
state but our efforts only make it worse

Sawyer:
I can’t watch no more-



Mr. DeGroot:
Thank you for your time James, I’ll lead 

you out

Sawyer leaves the room and Alexander 
follows

Ext. Beach- Dusk (End Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
the Beach Party; Hurley seems to have 
gathered them in a crowd beside the 
speedboats

Hurley:
Okay listen up, I’m going to take Claire 
and Sun on the boat first, is everyone in 

agreement with that?

Cindy:
What about the children?

Hurley:
Lady Evil Children can wait

Zach:
Hey!

Hurley:
Sorry dudes but the little hands and 

everything isn’t working for me, priority 
first

Rose:
Hurley, you do whatever you feel is best 

hunny



Hurley’s attention is drawn to Charlie as 
he stands further down the beach, Charlie 
points into the Jungle and Hurley follows 
his movement

Claire:
Hurley what is it?

Hurley:
Um Jungle

Sun:
Hurley you’re making no sense

Hurley:
Jungle [Snaps out of it] Oh sorry, Jungle 

you know how it is

Hurley hands the speedboat key to Claire

Hurley:
Jungle… um toilet! I’ll be right back!

The group watch as Hurley suspiciously 
makes his way up to the tree line 

Emma:
Is he crazy?

Walt:
No he just eats a lot



Int. Jacob’s Cabin- Dusk

Annie backs away from the nothingness that 
surrounds her

Jacob’s Voice:
You need to be punished for what you’ve 

done, for the people you’ve killed

Annie:
What about me huh? I’m dying here! I’ve been shot!

Jacob’s Voice:
Easily fixed

Annie takes a painful deep breath and she 
closes her eyes, one moment later Annie 
opens her eyes, looks down and her gunshot 
wound is gone

Annie:
How did you?-

Jacob’s Voice:
I want to kill you myself; I don’t need 
some mortal wound doing it for me Annie

Annie:
You want to know why we chose your Island 
Jacob; ever since my boss’ grandparents set 
up their experimentation on this Island 
they discovered things, things that could 
help with a number of mortal illnesses. 
It’s stupid, the fact that believe I’m 

talking to a ghost but you need to 
understand everything we we’re doing here 
before and everything we will achieve in 

the future will benefit thousands of lives-



Sayid:
I wouldn’t [cough] try to sweet talk him 

[coughs] it doesn’t work

Annie:
I see why you punished him right? Was it 

because he crashed here out of coincidence 
and intruded or was it because he is a 

torturer huh?

Jacob’s Voice:
He wasn’t on my list

Annie:
Your list? Okay I understand, what about 

Desmond Hume was he on your list

Jacob’s Voice:
Desmond Hume was on my list, was being the 
operative word there Annie… he’s on his own 

mission now

Annie:
Last time I looked he blew himself up with 
John Locke, how do you explain that mission

Jacob’s Voice:
You misunderstand Annie, that explosion 

didn’t kill them

Sayid:
What explosion?

Annie:
John Locke and Desmond Hume blew up the 

ship out in the Jungle, I thought they were 
dead



Jacob’s Voice:
Think again Annie, actually don’t I want to 

kill you-

Annie:
Wait, do I at least get to plea for my 

life?

Jacob’s Voice:
You’re a bad person Annie bad people don’t-

Annie:
Everyone deserves a second chance right?

Sayid looks up and sees Jacob staring into 
Annie’s eyes, she having no idea he is so 
close to her face. Sayid looks away and 
sees a rifle leant up against the wall 
beside him

Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Dusk

The scene opens with a wide angle tracking 
shot as Sawyer emerges from the bushes with 
a rifle in his grasp. Sawyer holds up the 
rifle a little and Kate turns to him. 
Juliet and Jack emerge from behind Sawyer

Jack:
Sawyer!

Juliet:
Just think about it!

Craig steps away from Greg as Sawyer 
marches up to him, stands still, aims the 
rifle at Greg’s head and cocks the rifle



Jack:
Sawyer!

Sawyer pulls the trigger and Greg’s body 
collapses to the floor. Kate turns away 
with disgust and Jack frowns. Craig’s eyes 
widen and his mouth drops a little. Craig 
looks up and frowns

Sawyer:
Twenty more to go and I’ll be done here-

Randall:
Whoa, whoa wait a second!

Sawyer:
Shut up French fry-

Kate marches up to the situation. Michael 
stands beside Jin and Bernard as they watch 
the drama unfolding before them

Michael:
Sawyer’s right, these people are animals

Bernard:
But killing them will make us just as bad 

Michael

Vincent growls as the scene unfolds. Sawyer 
lowers his rifle

Jack:
What planet are you on Sawyer?

Kate:
Why did you kill him?



Sawyer:
He’s one of them

Juliet:
But you didn’t need to shoot him

Sawyer:
Give it up sunshine; it ain’t as though I 

haven’t done it before

Sawyer takes one look at Greg’s body and he 
walks away into the bushes

Kate:
I’ll go after him

Kate disappears into the Jungle after 
Sawyer

Int. House- Night (Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a medium shot of 
Sawyer at the front door. Sawyer closes the 
door behind him and Kate appears from out 
of the Livingroom

Kate:
So how was it?

Sawyer:
It went okay

Kate:
Good, I’m glad you’re doing something with 

your life James and Clementine’s too-



Sawyer:
What about you Kate? You got your hearing 

coming up in two months

Kate:
DeGroot told me he’d help me out there, 

lawyer wise you know

Sawyer:
I wouldn’t trust him, okay so he’s helped 
us since we got back but Kate he’s one of 

them

Kate:
Yeah I know but it’s the only shot I got of 
not getting life or even the death penalty

Sawyer hugs Kate but as he leans forward a 
needle falls from his inside jacket pocket

Kate:
What is?-

Kate kneels down and picks up the needle

Kate:
Was this for me [stands] what is this?

Sawyer:
I can explain-

Kate:
Do you know something about Jack?

Sawyer:
It’s all about Jack isn’t it?!

Kate:
What?!



Sawyer:
He isn’t your fiancé Kate is he?! No!! He’s 
some guy who we crashed on an Island with 
who went through a whole phase of ‘let’s 

play hero’ for god knows how long who then 
did play the hero by getting some of us 
home now he’s all depressed because he 

wants to go back there!! I lost it with him 
Kate and yes I do know what happened to 

him!

Kate:
You selfish bastard Sawyer, how could you?!

Sawyer:
I have no feelings remember?

Kate:
So you went there today?

Sawyer:
He’s fine, he’s just…

Kate:
What?

Sawyer:
He’s in a coma

Kate breaks down and she turns away from 
Sawyer

Kate:
Oh god Jack…



Sawyer:
You know what Freckles; you love him so 
much, go marry him instead! If he ever 

wakes up!

Sawyer takes off his ring and throws it on 
the staircase cabinet

Sawyer:
You two deserve each other

Sawyer walks out and slams the door behind 
him

Int. Jungle- Dusk (End Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a close up of Sawyer. 
Kate appears behind him

Kate:
What the hell was that back there James!

Sawyer:
[Turns Sharply] Look I want to get off this 
Island as much as everyone else, and the 

only way to do that is without carrying 20 
odd bad guys around the Jungle with us, 

especially with that huge smoke ball flying 
about the place!

Kate:
You didn’t need to shoot him; you’ll just 

make them angry!

Sawyer:
They can launch a war on me Freckles and I 

wouldn’t care!



Kate:
We’re in a War James

Kate looks Sawyer in the eyes and he stares 
back with angst

Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Dusk

The scene opens with Craig closing Greg’s 
eyes shut and covering up his body with a 
blanket

Freighter Man:
Craig you can’t let them keep doing this!

Craig:
I’m trying my best, it’s hard you know

Freighter Man:
We’re your closest partners you can’t let 

us die one by one

Craig thinks about what the man just said 
and he reflects for a moment. The camera 
cuts to Jack and Juliet

Juliet:
What are we going to do with him Jack?

Jack:
I don’t know but he’s right on some level

Juliet:
Yeah I know its just that angering them is 

not something they’ll take lightly, 
especially if you wanna do plan b



Jack:
Yeah… I should check on Desmond

Jack enters the bushes and emerges on the 
other side but Desmond has gone. Jack’s 
eyes widen and he turns, Juliet catches 
Jack’s fright

Jack:
Desmond’s gone

Juliet looks at Jack with confusion

Int. Freighter Corridor

The scene opens with a medium shot of Ben. 
Ben holds up his gun and shoots a Freighter 
Man to the floor. Ben turns to his left and 
shoots another Freighter Man. Ben pushes 
open a door, two men on computers turn to 
him and he shoots them dead one after the 
other

Int. Freighter Room

The scene opens with a medium shot of 
Danielle. Danielle seems to be pressing her 
hands against the walls looking for a way 
out, a soft part of the wall she could 
break through. Danielle doesn’t find what 
she is looking for so she slams her hands 
against the filing cabinet beside her and 
documents fall to the floor. Danielle 
notices one and the camera zooms in to show 
the heading ‘OCEANIC FLIGHT 815’ 

Danielle:
The plane crash-



Danielle holsters her rifle across her 
diagonally and she kneels down to the file. 
Danielle picks up the folder and begins to 
read

Int. Jacob’s Cabin- Dusk

The scene opens with a close up of Annie’s 
face, she has a cut running across her 
cheek and she looks as though she has been 
crying a little. The camera zooms out a bit 
to show that Annie is sat down in a chair 
at the table, strapped down by her wrists 
with rope. She is obliviously to Jacob who 
sits opposite her at the table with evil 
eyes glaring. Behind Jacob Sayid is 
slouched against the wall by the fireplace. 
Jacob blinks and the final slither of rope 
psychically wraps around Annie’s wrist

Annie:
Please just let me go-

Jacob:
No you’re staying with me

Sayid:
What do you get from this Jacob?

Jacob:
Shut up-

A broken piece of glass from a jar soars up 
and cuts Sayid’s cheek. Annie gasps

Annie:
I’m sorry Jacob but killing me will not 

solve this problem



Jacob:
You threaten everything I have done here

Annie:
I’m following orders

Sayid:
Believe her!

Jacob:
Orders, I give the orders now

Annie’s eyes widen

Int. Jungle- Dusk

The scene opens with a tracking shot as 
Hurley follows Charlie into the Jungle

Hurley:
Dude where are you going?

Charlie:
Just follow me Hurley, stop asking so many 

questions… that’s all you used to do

Hurley hears a rustle in the bushes and he 
turns to it

Hurley:
Dude monster!

Desmond appears behind Hurley, he is 
holding his stomach and he still looks 
badly burnt and cut up from the explosion. 
Desmond holds a gun up to the back of 
Hurley’s head



Desmond:
No brother, it’s just me

Hurley:
Dude have you got a gun?

Desmond:
Yeah brother, I’m sorry but I want your 

boat

Hurley:
Dude what boat?

Desmond:
I heard ya convo brother with Jack and I 

want to leave this Island

Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Dusk

The scene opens with a close up of Sawyer 
sitting beside the hostage situation. One 
of the Freighter Men, quite a short man 
turns to Sawyer

Freighter Man:
When I get out of these ropes hillbilly I’m 

gonna kill ya

Sawyer:
I doubt that very much nugget because I’m 

gonna kill you

Freighter Man:
Keep up the threats 

Sawyer:
It ain’t a threat



Craig enters the scene

Craig:
Daniel keep it shut

Daniel:
Sorry Craig

Sawyer turns and glares at Craig

Ext. House #2- Night (Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a medium shot from the 
back of Sawyer as he knocks on a door. 
Hurley opens the door, his hair is cut down 
and he looks rather healthy

Hurley:
Dude-

Sawyer:
Hero I need ya help

Int. House #2 Living Room

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
Sawyer and Hurley sitting down on the 
leather sofas in the magnolia painted 
Livingroom, Hurley’s mother enters the 
scene with two glasses of drink; she places 
the drinks down on the coffee table

Carmen Reyes:
Is there anything else I can get you James?

Sawyer:
Na I’m fine thanks-



Hurley’s mother smiles at Sawyer’s response 
and just stands beside him for a moment

Hurley:
Ma could you leave now

Carmen Reyes:
Oh yes sorry Hugo, I’ll let you and your 

friend talk in piece

Hurley’s mother leaves the Livingroom

Hurley:
So dude how are-

Sawyer:
I need help Hugo

Hurley:
With what?

Sawyer:
I did something, something bad and I dunno 

how to get out of it

Hurley:
What did you do Sawyer?

Sawyer:
I traded Jack for mine and Kate’s freedom

Hurley:
Oh dude you did what?!

Sawyer:
He was depressed; you saw how he was-



Hurley:
That doesn’t mean you had to go commit him!

Sawyer:
He-

Hurley:
Dude I’ve seen what those sorts of places 

do to a person! 

Sawyer:
I know, I-

Hurley:
What did Kate say? Does she know?

Sawyer:
I walked out on her-

Hurley:
Oh no, big no, no Sawyer

Sawyer:
What should I do?

Hurley:
You’ve gotta go and get Jack back, whatever 

deal you’ve made you’ve gotta break it

Sawyer:
But-

Hurley:
Do you love her?

Sawyer:
Yes I’m marrying her-



Hurley:
Then you gotta do it Sawyer

Sawyer takes Hurley’s advice and he 
reflects for a moment

Hurley:
Wouldn’t you do anything for the one you 

love?

Sawyer looks back at Hurley and he nods

Ext. Riverbed- Dusk (End Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a medium shot of 
Randall; he stands and wipes his face down 
with the water on his wet hands. Randall 
takes a deep breath, turns and is confront 
by Craig who stands directly in front of 
him. Randall jumps with freight

Randall:
Craig, what are you?-

Craig:
[Covers Randall’s mouth with his hand] 

Sssssh… I need you to watch my back Randall

Randall:
[Mumbles, Craig lowers his hand] What are 

you gonna do?

Craig smiles evilly at Randall



Int. Freighter

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
Danielle carrying the file she found on the 
plane crash in one hand and her rifle in 
the other. Danielle holds up her rifle and 
fires twice into the door handle. Danielle 
kicks and it swings off its hinges in the 
wrong direction knocking down and Freighter 
Man. Danielle looks down and smirks

Int. Freighter Room

Cut to Medium shot as Ben types in 
something onto the Computer Screen before 
him. The camera tilts up to reveal what Ben 
is entering ‘4, 8, 15, 16, 23-‘

Danielle’s Voice:
Ben stop!

Ben turns to Danielle and his eyes widen

Ben:
How did you?-

Danielle:
I won’t allow you to do that Ben

Ben:
Really?

Danielle:
Yes, Jack is going to get everyone off this 

Island!



Ben:
Danielle do you know what happens if I 

press the next button?

Danielle:
I don’t want to see what happens

Ben:
I could save us all; Jacob told me I could 

save everyone

Danielle:
Jacob was wrong

Ben:
Shall we find out?

Danielle raises her rifle to Ben but when 
she fires nothing comes out. Ben turns to 
the Computer and types in ‘42’. Ben turns 
to Danielle

Ben:
Enter-

Danielle:
Don’t do this Ben

Ben:
I’m sorry Danielle; it’s my Island or them

Ben smiles sinisterly at Danielle

Ben:
Have you ever heard of an Endgame?



Ext. Beach- Dusk

The scene opens with a wide angle shot of 
the beach Survivors and Others crowding the 
three speedboats. Everyone turns and gasps 
as Hurley is led down the beach at gunpoint 
by Desmond. Claire’s mouth widen

Claire:
Desmond! What are you doing?

Desmond:
I’m going home!

Claire:
Put the gun down there is no need for it 

Desmond

Desmond:
Give me the key Claire

Claire hands Desmond the key and he pushes 
Hurley away from him. Hurley collapses to 
the sand; Rose helps him stand as Desmond 
jumps into the speedboat

Sun:
Wait Desmond!

Desmond:
I’m sorry, I’ve gotta go

Desmond slides the key into the ignition

Hurley:
Dude just listen to me!



Walt:
Hurley-

Desmond:
Brother I have to get to Penny, I have to 

see Penny

Hurley:
And you can dude but I need to get Sun 

home, she’s going to die 

The Survivors and Others mumble amongst 
themselves

Hurley:
If she doesn’t get off the Island she will 

die

Desmond:
Well let’s hope Jack gets you off the 

Island brother

Hurley:
Desmond!

Claire:
Desmond!

Hurley:
Desmond wait!

The speedboat starts up and Desmond steers 
the boat onto the ocean



Int. Jacob’s Cabin- Dusk

The scene opens with a medium shot of 
Annie; she is still tied to a chair at 
Jacob’s table

Annie:
Okay Jacob you can give the orders, 

whatever you want, I’ll do

The camera cuts to an extreme close up of 
Annie’s right hand cutting through the 
ropes with a broken piece of glass from a 
jar. The camera reverts to focusing on a 
wide angle of Jacob and Annie at the table. 
Sayid can be seen looking at the rifle 
beside him

Jacob:
I want you to kill for me Annie

Annie:
What?

Jacob:
You’ve killed before, you can do it again, 

start with Mr. Jarrah here

Annie:
I can’t I’m tied down

The ropes unwrap from Annie’s wrists and 
she stands

Jacob’s Voice:
Kill him



Annie grasps the glass she had in her 
grasp. Annie steps forward toward Sayid

Jacob’s Voice:
Where did you get the glass from Annie?

Annie’s eyes widen as a strong wind picks 
up. To the camera Jacob appears before 
Annie but she can not see him. Jacob 
grapples Annie by the throat with his right 
hand. Annie cries out in pain as she is 
raised from the floor whilst struggling to 
get free of Jacob’s grip

Jacob:
You will die-

Sayid picks up the rifle from the wall, 
stands, raises it and fires. The bullet 
soars through Jacob and hits Annie in her 
right leg. Blood splatters against the 
door. Sayid lowers the rifle. Jacob turns 
his hand and raises his free left hand. 
Sayid soars against the wall, hits it and 
collapses to the floor motionless. Jacob 
lets go of Annie, Annie runs to the door 
and tries desperately to open it. The 
camera focus on a close up of Annie’s face, 
she struggles to open the door until she 
stops suddenly at the sound of ripping 
flesh. Blood begins to seep from Annie’s 
right eye and as she collapses we see a 
glass shunt from the broken jar in the back 
of her head. Jacob looks down at Annie’s 
dead body; he turns to see Sayid 
motionless. Jacob looks up to the ceiling 
and screams with anger and rage



Ext. Beach- Dusk

Within the wide angle shot of everyone 
recovering from Desmond’s betrayal the 
sound of the Black Smoke’s siren roars over 
the tree tops. At this moment Walt closes 
his eyes in pain 

Hurley:
Dude are you alright?

Walt’s eyes open and on the ocean the 
speedboat it knocked out of the water and 
it flips rapidly. Everyone turns to the 
ocean and gasps at the sight. Hurley turns 
to Walt with fright. Walt collapses

Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Dusk

Cut to a medium shot of Jack wondering 
where Desmond could have got to. Craig 
appears in the scene

Craig:
Jack-

Jack:
You’re one of them right, you were with 

Locke?

Craig:
Yeah, look my men, they’re not gonna hurt 
anyone okay so could we please sort this 

out

Jack:
Okay, come on



Jack leads Craig into the bushes away from 
the hostage situation. Randall watches 
cautiously

Int. Jungle- Dusk

Cut to a medium shot of Juliet lifting up a 
piece of wood from the explosion

Juliet:
Oh Al where did you go?

Randall appears from the bushes

Randall:
Um, Juliet

Juliet:
What?

Randall:
I think one of my men is gonna kill Jack-

Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Dusk

Cut to a medium shot of Kate and Michael

Kate:
It’ll be over soon I hope

Michael:
I hope to, I came back to help you guys; 

again I’m sorry

Kate:
It’s alright we’ve gotta bigger things to 

worry about



Juliet appears in the scene

Juliet:
Kate! Where’s Jack?!

Kate:
He went into the bushes, why?

Juliet:
That guy who was with Locke, he’s going to 

kill him

Int. Jungle- Dusk

Medium shot, Jack stops and turns to Craig

Jack:
Your people want this Island and we want to 

get off, there’s a deal right there

Craig:
I can’t make that decision

Jack:
Look-

Craig:
No Jack, you look, there are two options 
here and I can’t seem to get a different 
conclusion to the one I keep getting, you 
lead these people which means you’re in 

control of my men

Jack:
Yeah I know which I why I want to make a 
deal with you, I don’t want to kill them



Craig:
It’s alright, there’s one way out of this…

Jack:
What’s that?

Craig withdraws and gun and holds it up to 
Jack

Juliet’s Voice:
Jack!

Juliet, Randall, Michael and Kate appear 
from the bushes behind Craig. Craig turns, 
aims the gun and fires. At the sound of 
bullet hitting flesh, blood splatters up 
upon Kate’s face and she reacts with 
fright. Jack’s eyes widen with shock, the 
camera pans to show Juliet looking down at 
the bullet hole in her stomach. Juliet 
collapses into Michael’s arms and they fall 
to the floor. Craig turns back to Jack; 
Jack grapples the gun and the two fight for 
it. Jack knocks the gun from Craig’s hands 
and punches him

Jack:
Juliet no!

Jack runs to the situation. Randall shakes 
his head with shock as Kate touches her 
face, looks at her hand and sees the blood. 
Kate holds her clean hand up to her mouth 
and she breaks down. Jack kneels to Michael 
and Juliet and he takes Juliet from 
Michael. Michael stands as Jack holds 
Juliet in his arms



Jack:
It’s okay Juliet, stay with me, you’re 
going to be okay, please just hang on-

Juliet:
Jack [shakes and pulsates] Jack… I’m cold

Jack:
Please just stay with me!

Craig reaches for his gun, gets up and is 
pummelled by bullets in his back. Craig 
collapses to the floor and Sawyer’s stands 
behind him. Sawyer lowers his rifle and he 
runs to the situation

Sawyer:
Doc is she gonna be okay?

Juliet looks up at Jack and she stops 
shaking at the moment she breathes out 
deeply. Jack wipes a tear away with his 
free hand

Jack:
Juliet, Juliet come on, Juliet!

Kate breaks down and Sawyer embraces her. 
Randall holds his head with both hands and 
he turns away. Michael lowers his head in 
sadness

Sawyer:
Doc she’s gone

Jack rests Juliet on the grass and he 
closes her eyes



Sawyer:
What are we gonna do with em Doc?

Jack looks up and frowns with anger. Sawyer 
nods slowly

Int. Office (Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with a medium shot of 
Sawyer standing opposite Alexander DeGroot

Mr. DeGroot:
You want to pull out?

Sawyer:
Look, what I did, I was being selfish; that 
man kept me alive whilst we were on that 
Island, I watched him lose the one person 
he cared for with all his heart, she died 
in his arms and then when he participated 
in working with you to get us home… the 
ones he could… I just wanted to be that 

person, the things is Puffy, I’m a con man 
not a traitor and I can’t go by day by day 

watching him die in that room so I’m 
pulling out, the deal is off

Mr. DeGroot:
You know this isn’t going to help her? 
She’ll get the death penalty you do know 

that?

Sawyer:
Then we’ll work through it together 

Sawyer opens the door, leaves and slams it 
behind him



Int. Jungle- Night (End Flash-Forward)

The scene opens with Gary Jules song ‘Mad 
World’ playing over the wide angle shot of 
Kate staring down at Juliet’s lifeless 
body, covered by a blanket. Kate turns away 
with disgust…

Ext. Beach- Night

Fade-in medium shot of Hurley sitting with 
Walt. Walt lies sleeping on the sand. Rose 
enters the scene and takes over from Hurley 
sitting with Walt. Hurley turns to the 
ocean and catches sight of part of the 
speedboat washing up on the shore, no sign 
of Desmond…

Ext. The Black Rock Ruins- Night

Fade in to wide angle shot of Sawyer, Jack, 
Michael, Jin, Bernard, Steve and two 
Survivors. Each guy raises their gun and 
fade to black, silence with just echo of a 
dozen and more bullets ringing out in the 
darkness of the screen

BLACKOUT: LOST


